TEAM MEETING MINUTES
FCPS BUS FACILITY FEASIBILITY STUDY
FEBRUARY 25, 2016

Attendees:
Holly Nelson, Facilities Planner
Steven Bolling, Bus Driver
W. Todd Eudy, Bus Driver
Pam Wein, Budget Accountant
Mark Maggitti, Fleet Manager
Tom Buckley, Transportation Manager
Amanda Rhoderick, Route Surveyor
Tiana Haile, Communication Services
Brad Ahalt, Senior Project Manager (Construction)
Fred Punturiero, Director, Transportation
Beth Pasierb, Supervisor of Facilities Planning

Discussion:
1. Welcome and tour overview
Holly presented a map of the current Hayward Road site and pointed out location of
Transportation facility in relationship to the existing maintenance/operations facility and
warehouse. BOE also owns an additional 2.7 acre lot south of warehouse on TJ Drive.
Team discussed the possible future uses of the 2.7 acre site. This site is under consideration
by the County as a fire station. FCPS staff are investigating the possibility of putting in some
additional bus parking or rebuilding the warehouse in that location.
2. Transportation Facility Tour
Mark and Tom led a tour of the existing Transportation Facility at Hayward Road. The
following information was provided/discussed during the tour:

Routing Office
 3 staff
 2 additional routers (special needs) are located in the dispatch office
 Poor driver access
 Small area, little privacy, loud, confusing
 In future, prefer to locate routers in their geographic areas if another facility is built

Administrative Offices
 16 staff including transportation managers, routers, dispatchers, payroll, secretaries
 Payroll responsible for regular driver manifests, subs and field trip time sheets, vacation
leave slips, physicals, drug testing, and other duties
 Transportation managers each have approximately 80 drivers, no space for confidential
conversations with drivers. In the field about 50% of time
 Dispatch and Special Needs Routing have limited access to bus drivers, only one small
window/counter




Additional storage needed, everything delivered and temporarily stored in admin offices
Overall, the office area functions suitably

Training Room/offices
 2 trainers and 1 part time staff
 Located in portable building
 Training room is small
 Training class size is 5-15+ persons
 Hold 2-3 classes/month all year long
 Hold other staff trainings and meetings in this space as well

Camera Department
 3 part time staff (bus drivers)
 Located in a portable building
 Responsible for monitoring internal camera footage upon request
 Retrieves hard drive, downloads video, reviews, writes report and returns hard drive
 75% of buses have internal cameras (approx. 300) and the goal is for all buses to have
cameras
 Service that would allow one to download video by cellular is approximately $45,000/yr
 Also installs and repairs cameras and hard drives
 There are exterior cameras on the buses to catch other vehicles passing illegally but
these are handled entirely by Xerox
Driver’s Lounge
 Located off of camera dept in portable building
 Small facility – 1 small table, couch, microwave, TV
 This room is for the use of about 100 drivers that operate out of this location
The Hill
 Area for temporary bus parking available for 10 buses to park, back in, double loaded
when driver needs to visit the admin offices or shop
 Behind building
 The building has been damaged from time to time by buses backing up because the
space is small and awkward to use
 When it’s cold the drivers have to leave the buses running and the exhaust gets into the
building
Fuel Depot
 Pumps for unleaded and diesel fuels
 Services buses and white fleet
 Drivers may also re-fuel at Linganore HS and with fuel cards and at a few County
locations (County facilities during limited hours, Wright Express for Middletown area
buses, James River for Brunswick area buses)
 Adjoining fuel tanks do not provide enough capacity – each tank holds about 10,000
gallons and 2,000 to 3,000 gallons are used each day so reordering has to happen
frequently
 C rating – What causes change in rating? What would additional regs be?
 A diesel exhaust fluid tank will be installed on the fuel station soon which is needed but
will lead to more congestion at the pumps
 Typical buses refuel about every other day (it varies by how long their runs are)

Tire Storage
 Attached to carpentry shop
 Small room with little area for storage, tires cannot be stored properly (stacked on floor)
 This room also contains a tire balancing machine, mechanic uniforms, and seat cover
storage
 Tires are replaced on buses about 1x/year; done after inspection for preventive
maintenance
 Inefficient because not located adjacent to repair bays
 Costs reduced if able to purchase tires in larger quantities
 Also has a small break room for mechanics and a restroom
 Some of the tires have to be stored outside where there is a lack of security

Mechanic Shop
 5 Bays – 1 for white fleet (handles 207 vehicles), 3 regular bays for buses (handles 430
buses), 1 pit pay that is only for oil changes
 About half of the White Fleet work is outsourced because of the lack of space
 The building was designed so that buses could pull through the front and back of the
building but with no room for storage they had to block the doors on one side
 No lifts; ceiling height limits installation of lifts
 One bay has pit that is only useful for changing oil and it takes a half-hour to put the
guardrail system up and down between buses
 No room to store tools so 2 mechanics share 1 tool box.
 Limited space for mechanics so working 2 shifts; 4 am – 11 am (5 mechanics) and 10 am
– 7:30 pm (1 lead and 5 mechanics)
 No office for Lead mechanic
 Need quick service lane for quick repairs such as headlight repair, currently pull up in
front of building but interferes with other activity
 No wash facility resulting in rusting buses from road chemicals (no washing is even
allowed on this site due to stormwater regulations
 Seat repairs happen out of the back of a truck
 No proper exhaust system so if work must be done while the engine is running it has to
be done outside
 A lot of work takes place under the bus which is hard on the bodies of the mechanics
 No space for private conversations with the mechanics
 The metal dumpster outside is supposed to be covered but the only method we have is a
tarp and this is too cumbersome

Bus Maintenance Office Area
 3 offices for Mark, Shop foreman and Admin; no visibility into shop

Parts Storage
 Parts room is too small - frequently have buses waiting for parts and out of service
 They only have about 25% of the parts they would like to have available at any given time
 Security is limited to padlock

Parking
 Limited - currently use adjoin Hayward Rd lot sold to Ausherman and 2.7 acre lot
 Flooding occurs between the gravel lot and the Annex property
 Also use adjoin lot of closed manufacturing building to park buses, do inspections and
training
 Park about 100 buses on adjoining lots that we do not own
 These buses have experienced vandalism
 Parking areas have electrical hookups to keep buses warm in the winter but this won’t be
necessary in the future

3. Discussion of needs observed during the tour
Returned to meeting room to discuss issues that fall into the following general categories:
Health and Safety
 Lack of space to do one’s job
 Pit is hazardous
 High noise level in mechanic shop
 Poor access to restroom
 Mechanics have to push buses sometimes
 Can’t use a lift because of the height limitations (back injuries, etc)
 Lack of ventilation
 Flooding near the gravel lot is hazardous for getting back to Annex property
Employee Morale
 Working in confined areas
 Breakroom for mechanics is in another building from their work area
 Breakrooms are too small
 Flooding near the gravel lot makes it difficult to get back to the Annex property
 Citizens complain about the buses looking dirty
 Poor access to restroom
Stewardship of resources
 Parts are more expensive and ordering is more frequent due to lack of storage
 Bus break lines, floors, and fuel tanks wear out quickly because they aren’t washed
 Engines are dirty to it’s hard to repair them
 Vandalism
Cost-Effectiveness
 Can’t buy in bulk due to lack of storage
 Some service has to be outsourced due to lack of space

Efficiency of Operations
 Pit guardrails are slow to use
 Mechanics have to wait for space or tools
 Buses have to be constantly shuffled around when servicing
 Mobile service units take up a lot of mechanic time that could be more efficiently used in
a shop
 Have to back the buses in due to tool storage
 Storage is separated from tasks
Population Growth/Change
 Newer employees generally tend to not have space to park their buses at home (thus
more space will be needed in centralized parking locations in the future)
 Need for additional resources and drivers
 Traffic congestion is increasing
Security
 Some parts are kept outside
 Padlocks are the only form of security for some storage areas
 Buses aren’t kept locked up in a secured area in most cases
 No vandal locks on the buses (Maryland regulation) so people can just walk right in and
do what they want
4. Next Steps
The next meeting of the team will be March 3. We will dig deeper into the needs of the
transportation department and assign data collection.
The meeting was adjourned at 12:00 p.m.

